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BASH IN THE STACKS
Thursday, September 15
Cofrin Library
8:00-11:00PM

Join the Cofrin Library, Student Life, and FOCUS for a night of fun, games, and prizes! All students welcome!

COFRIN LIBRARY
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a celebration of scholarship
Authors & Artists
Monday, April 9, 2012
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Cofrin Library 3rd floor
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Doesn't always have to be about the library
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Contact Info

- Renee Ettinger, University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
  - ettinger@uwgb.edu

- Joe Hardenbrook, University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
  - hardenbj@uwgb.edu
Lightning Round

Presenters

- Colleen Rortvedt, Appleton Public Library
  - Contact: Tina Babler, tbabler@apl.org
  - Branding Research at APL

- Teri Talpe, UW-La Crosse
  - Contact: Stefan Smitjh, ssmith@uwlax.edu
  - Murphy Library Hall Librarian Program

- Jennifer Nelson, Viterbo University
  - jnnelson@viterbo.edu
  - Introducing VitCat to the Viterbo community
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